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Introduction
I want to express my deep gratitude to Ellen Pence,
Madeline Dupre, Jim Soderberg and the others from
the Duluth Domestic Abuse Intervention Project for
giving me this opportunity to speak with you. The
State of Minnesota should be proud that, quite literally, the world looks to this program for guidance on
understanding and ending domestic violence. I also
want to acknowledge how much I continually learn
from Barbara Hart, of the Pennsylvania Coalition
Against Domestic Violence.

about parental power and control. I know that it is
popular these days to de-gender family conflict, to
talk about “spouse abuse” and “family violence”
rather than “wife beating” and “rape.” I know that we
want a society in which men nurture children to the
same extent that women do. I know that fathers and
mothers should both be capable parents. But if you
ask “What about the kids?” I want to give you a
serious answer. I cannot seriously entertain the myth
that our society really is gender neutral, so to consider
“What about the kids?” while pretending such neutralI will first critically examine the criterion at the base of ity is to engage in denial and cognitive dissonance. I
all custody laws today, “What is in the best interests of cannot hope to arrive at an answer that will positively
the children?” I will the talk about children’s choice in affect reality if my underlying assumptions are based
these matters. Then I will examine the actual effects on fantasy.
of wife-battering on children, and develop an alternative paradigm for custody based on those effects. From So I am going to talk today about the effects of male
this I will examine the question, “Is it ever appropriate power and control over children, not about parental
power and control. As I cite examples, some of you
to ever give a batter custody of a child?”
may hear your internal voice saying, “But women do
In the process, I am going to talk today about the that, too.” As this happens I would ask you to be
effects of male power and control over children, not aware that such voices are often the voice of guilt that
Continued on Page 2
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try to distract us from what we really know about men’s violence so
that we need not take responsibility for this violence. It is true, for
example, that some women do batter men. But the number of severe
cases of this type is so low when
compared with the virtual war of
men’s violence against women, that
they cannot be seen above the statistical noise. This voice that says
“But women do that, too” has as its
purpose, not compassion for battered men or lesbians, but a distraction from the noble goal of ending battering of women.

professional norms that are never
openly discussed, and are subject
to professional fad. For instance,
Irene Thèry of France notes that
today “there is a real reversal of
traditional models. The stigmatization of remarriage and the prescription of fidelity have given place
to the stigmatization of solitude and
the prescription of ‘remaking one’s
life,’ i.e. finding a new partner.”1
As Martha L. Fineman, of this country, says, “A desire for sole custody
has now been labeled ‘pathological’.” There are obvious and serious consequences for battered
women with the “creation of professional norms which would give
custody to . . . the parent most willing to share the child with the other
parent.”2

In addition, the “best interests” criterion is flawed because of its
unpredictability, which presumably
“has an impact on the number of
cases brought before courts, since
there is a stronger reason to have a
case tried when the outcome is uncertain. . . . The threat of bringing
the case to court, with an uncertain
outcome, may easily be used as
pressure on the other party in order
to obtain advantages in the [out of
court] economic settlement,” e.g.
lower child support payments.3 In
this way the “best interests” criterion ironically may lead to the impoverishment of children. This is
more serious in cases involving
Whose Best Interests?
child abuse where the mother’s fear
of losing custody to the father is
I want to begin by instilling in you extreme.
a healthy skepticism about the
“Best interests of the child” crite- Finally, Fineman notes that “rules
rion that underlies custody laws to- that focus on the performance of
day. It is important to acknowl- nurturing or caretaking have been
edge that the term “the best inter- attacked, not because they are exests of the child” is so vague that plicitly gender biased, but because
some adult must state what consti- in operation they will act to favor
tutes “best interest.” In practice women who traditionally perform
courts rely on social and psycho- such tasks,”4 though clearly any
logical professionals to make this man can choose to become the pridetermination. While such indi- mary caretaker. So instead of viewviduals are surely skilled and car- ing past behavior as a predictor of
ing individuals, it must be admit- future behavior on behalf of the
ted that they operate out of a set of child, the “best interests” criterion
So as you hear this voice today,
become consciously aware of it.
Let it into your conscious mind for
a moment, and then let it drift on.
It is just a tape recording that you
can always come back to in an hour
or two if there is a need. If you
find that you just can’t contain this
voice, that others must hear this
tape recording, please do not hesitate to raise a hand or even to shout
it out. We will pause to give it
some space.

looks at present status, such as income or a new partner (a more frequent occurrence for the fathers).
But Sandberg observes that in “consequence, the result of treating
people equally when their situation
is in fact different is a de facto
inequality. Fathers have, because
of the new legislation, obtained a
stronger position in child custody
cases than their efforts in the caretaking of children should fairly allow.”5
Joint Custody
Joint Custody is clearly a type of
“best interests” criterion. It explicitly assumes that joint custody is in
the child’s best interests. There are
severe consequences for battered
women subjected to joint custody
presumptions.
Joint custody forced upon two hostile parents can create a toxic psychological environment for a child.
Because 95% of all joint custody
awards are for joint legal custody6
the living arrangements are exactly
the same as under a sole-custody/
visitation order. However joint legal custody does expand the right
of the non-primary-caretaking parent to impede the ability of the primary-caretaker to make needed and
timely decisions.
Some provisions in joint legal custody laws require a minimum visitation period for the noncustodial
parent that can be limited only when
there is a threat of physical harm to
the child. This threat is difficult to
prove, especially when the accuser
is perceived as a litigant with a
vested interest in distortion. And
such provisions also do not address
psychological and emotional abuse.
The threat of a joint custody deci-

sion may be used by the husband
to bargain out of court for a reduction in child support payments
(trading children for money in a
throwback to the 19th century laws
in which children were considered
to be property of the father). The
potential for bartering away the
child’s financial resources because
of a bad faith request for custody is
reinforced by (“friendly parent”)
provisions that give a preference to
the parent requesting joint custody
when the alternative of sole custody is considered by the court.
Such “friendly parent” provisions
also guarantee an abusive father or
husband access to the victim. Men
who batter their wives may also
sexually abuse their children.7 The
more fearful a woman is of the
father gaining sole custody, the
more willing she may be to submit
to joint custody or to a reduction in
child support.
Children’s right to choose vs.
abuser’s manipulation of a child.
I want to talk about the question of
children advocating on their own
behalf. As one who would like to
see the rights of children recognized and affirmed, I am tempted
to say that, yes, a child should have
some input into a decision about
with whom they will live. Yet in
the present case we have a man
who, though he beats his wife, is
often very charismatic to the rest
of the world, and perhaps to his
kids. And even if he beats his kids
as well, it is known that intermittent affection can be a stronger
binding agent than consistent affection. We also have a man who
has demonstrated his power over
another human being through brutality. It is known that older chil-

dren will sometimes join in the
abuse of their mother. Since it is
the older children to whom we might
be tempted to accede some measure
of choice, I find this mirroring of
the father’s brutality disquieting. I
do not ask you to take one side or
the other of this question, but to be
cautious until someone more wise
than I can resolve the knot for you.
The Primary Caretaker Rule
My preference for the primary caretaker criterion will be obvious as I
speak today. In Sandberg’s summary: This criterion “would hardly
lead to worse decisions than ‘the
best interests of the child’, considering all the uncertainty it implies.”
“It should only exceptionally result
in a worse solution than if the other
parent was chosen. . . . That parent
has demonstrated a willingness to
take care of the child and has practice doing the job. There is also
reason to believe that the child is
emotionally more attached to her or
him. Besides, during the marriage
the parties after all set up the caretaker arrangement together, and
would hardly have done this while
thinking that the actual primary
caretaker was less fit than the other
parent”8
For today’s discussion, I will point
out that since men are nearly always the batterers in domestic violence and women are nearly always
the primary caretakers for the children, adoption of the primary caretaker criterion for custody would
enormously relieve both the courts
and advocates for battered women
of much of their work around custody decisions.
Murdering one’s wife
Before leaving this section, I want
to note just how far the “best interest” criterion can be stretched. A
Florida court in 1987 acknowledged9 that a “man’s violent and
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irrational behavior included throwing his wife to the ground, beating
her when she was four months pregnant, and threatening to kill her,
her father, and himself, . . .[yet] the
court accepted a psychologists conclusion that the man’s ‘past violence was related to the deterioration of his relationship with [his
wife],’ and was presumably unrelated to his fitness as a parent.”10
Incredibly, “[c]ourts often are precluded from considering the actual
abusive act of killing the other parent”11 in custody decisions. Moreover, in one case12 that explicitly
considered the domestic violence
factor as mandated by Illinois statute, a father who had killed the
mother of his children was given
not only visitation but custody. The
appeals court in 1989 noted that “a
single criminal conviction, without
more, will not support a finding of
unfitness based on depravity.” If I
may be somewhat flippant, they apparently require multiple murders
before they are willing to terminate
a man’s control over his children.
Moreover, it stated, neither Illinois
courts nor the state legislature “has
seen fit to set forth a rule of law
that the killing of one parent by the
other in the presence of the children no matter what the circumstances is sufficient to deprive that
parent of his or her children on the
basis of unfitness.” As with Minnesota law, Illinois only had to consider domestic violence as one of
many factors.
In contrast we have a case in West
Virginia13 “in which a mother was
accused of firing a rifle at her ex4
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husband when he came to visit their
child. Although the evidence did
not prove conclusively that the incident actually occurred, the court
found the woman to be an unfit
mother because she had ‘demonstrated [a] tendency to be violent . .
. when she was upset but not in any
way threatened.’”14

ests (there’s that phrase again). Yet
a man who violates his love for his
wife by assaulting her is demonstrating that his actions are not in
consonance with his avowals of
love. In fact, those who are most
remorseful are the ones to whom
we might be tempted to give custody, and these are the men whose
actions and love are in greatest disTheir extreme cognitive dissonance sonance. What basis, then, do we
indicates that courts are clearly have for presuming that he will act
loathe to deprive men of a “right”
of access to and control over their in his children’s best interest simchildren, though the same cannot ply because he loves them? None.
be said of such “rights” for women. So the sensible thing to do is to
The paradigm in which these jurists look at his actions to see what efare trying to stuff reality is left- fect they really do have.
over from the 19th century notions
of men’s ownership of both chilThe overlap between wife
dren and women. If the “best interbeating and abuse of children
ests” criterion can encompass such
bizarre rationalization, it is time we
moved on to a new paradigm of The most obvious place to begin
relationship between men and this examination is to determine
women and children.
how often men who batter their
wives and partners abuse their chilA new paradigm
dren. We start by noting that 25 to
Since I have cast doubt on the gen- 63% of domestic violence victims
der-neutrality of professionals’ are pregnant when beaten.15 While
norms in relation to the best inter- you may say that it is the woman,
ests of children criterion, I will not
impose my own norm-base argu- not the fetus, who is the target here,
ments for what constitutes “best in- there is in any case total disregard
terests.” I will instead focus on an for the welfare of the child-to-be.
alternative criterion for custody of
children exposed to domestic vio- Lenore Walker and coworkers16,17
lence; what constitutes demonstrable harm. In particular, I will found that 53% of the batterers asnext argue that it causes demon- sociated with their study had sexustrable harm for a child to be given ally or physically abused their chilinto the power and control of an dren as well. In a longitudinal study
abuser.
of battered children of battered
wives, Jean Giles-Sims found that
Custody by an Abuser Cre63% of the men who abused their
ates Demonstrable Harm
wives also abused their children.18
19
Our choice, as a society, to give Rosenbaum and O’Leary found
parents control over children is that 82% of men who observed inpredicated on the idea that parents’ ter-parental spouse abuse were
love for their children will cause themselves victims of child abuse.
them to act in the child’s best inter- In the most extensive study to date,
of 1000 battered women, Bowker

and coworkers found that 70% of
the children were also abused.20
They also noted that daughters of
abused women are six and onehalf times more likely to be sexually abused as girls from nonabused families. Thus 14% of girls
in abusive homes will be sexually
abused by a family member.2 1
Furthermore, Bowker found that as
the severity of the wife abuse increased, so did the severity of the
child abuse. While it is true that
women will spank children,
Bergman et al. determined that men
are ten and one-half times more
likely than women to inflict serious harm. They found that every
known perpetrator of the death of a
child in their study was a father or
father surrogate.22
There should now be no question
in your minds that access to children by abusive men constitutes
serious probable harm to children.
Given the serious consequences of
physical and sexual abuse to children, which of you is willing to
play roulette with a given child’s
life, hoping that he or she will be
one of the 30% or so not physically
or sexually abused?
Prevalence of children who
witness abuse
Let us consider for a moment that a
70% probability of physical or
sexual abuse is deemed an insufficient barrier to deprive a man access to, and control over, a child.
To put it most favorably, “But we
would be depriving 30% of fathers
who have never abused children
the love and affection to which they
are entitled by” . . . ah, by . . . well,

let’s set aside for the moment the
issue of entitlement.
What are the consequences for the
children in violent homes who witness their fathers abusing their
Studies of battered
mothers?23
women’s reports of child witnesses
range from 68%24 (to 76%,25 to
80%26) to 87%.27 “However, from
interviews with children [Jaffe,
Wolf and Wilson found] that almost all can describe detailed accounts of violent behavior that their
mother or father never realized they
had witnessed.”28 Wallerstein and
Blakeslee report that even if there
is only one violent incident, children will remember it.29
Behavioral and health effects on
children who witness abuse
Pagelow has observed “children as
young as one year begin to regress
into states later diagnosed as ‘mental retardation’ when they were exposed to parental hostilities that
never went beyond the verbal abuse
level.”30 It is important to note for
the question of contact with the
abuser that the symptoms of retardation quickly disappeared after the
parents separated. If even verbal
abuse can be so traumatic, consider
the cases in which women are sexually brutalized in front of their children.31
If we look at children who have
chronically witnessed abuse we find
reactions similar to the reactions of
children who have been physically
abused; “disruptions of normal developmental patterns that result in
disturbed patterns of cognitive,
emotional, and/or behavioral adjustment. . . . Infants who witness

violence are often characterized by
poor health, poor sleeping habits,
and excessive screaming (all of
which may contribute to further violence toward their mother).”32
“Among preschoolers, [Davidson33
and Alessi and Hearn34] found signs
of terror, as evidenced by the
children’s yelling, irritable behavior, hiding, shaking, and stuttering.”32 They often experience insomnia, sleepwalking, nightmares,
and bed wetting. They suffer psychosomatic problems such as headaches, stomach aches, diarrhea, ulcers, asthma,31 as well as regression to earlier stages of functioning.33
Adolescent boys exposed to domestic violence may use aggression as
a predominant form of problem
solving, may project blame onto others, and may exhibit a high degree
of anxiety. Girls are more likely be
withdrawn and turn blame inward.33
“Sadly, both boys and girls have
been known to participate in the
beating of their mother after having
witnessed such behavior over many
years.”33
Jaffe and co-authors state in sum
that “clinical and empirical data . . .
suggest that children exposed to
wife abuse may be similar to those
children described as suffering from
Post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD).”35
Effects on children’s relationships when they witness abuse
Children exposed to wife abuse36
often have “difficulties with school,
including poor academic perforSpring 1993
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it is a testimonial to the very great
trauma that these boys endure.
Which of us would trade places with
them. Of course there must be some
(at least imagined) benefits these
abusers gain from their behavior
because there is no data suggesting
Children who live in abusive homes that girls who witness abuse grow
are at higher risk of juvenile delin- up to be abusers.
quency, including crimes such as
burglary, arson, prostitution, run- Finally, we noted earlier that daughning away, drug use, and assaults.39 ters of abused women are six and
Heath and coworkers compared 48 one-half times more likely to be
inmates incarcerated for violent sexually abused as girls from noncrimes and 45 nonviolent incarcer- abused families. Not all of this
ated males and found exposure to behavior is likely to be attributable
television violence at ages 8-12 and to direct actions of the father or
maternal or paternal abuse was father figure.44 “Just as there is a
highly related to violent crime.40 high statistical incidence of boys
Lewis et al. found that 79% of vio- who witness their fathers battering
lent children in institutions reported their mothers growing up to bethat they had witnessed extreme vio- come batterers themselves, so there
lence between their parents, is a high incidence of fathers and
whereas only 20% of the nonvio- brothers [perpetrating sexual abuse
lent offenders did so.41 Longitudi- against] female children in those
nal studies42 have shown that on- families where the father is a
going marital violence in childhood batterer.”45
was significantly predictive of perBut aren’t things different
petration of serious crimes in adultafter the parents separate?
hood — assault, attempted rape, attempted murder, kidnapping, and
In almost three-fourths of spousecompleted murder.
on-spouse assaults, the perpetrator
and survivor were separated or diThe next generation of batterers vorced at the time of the incident.46
More then 1/4 of the women killed
Studies show that boys who wit- by a man with whom they had reness their fathers beating their moth- sided were separated or divorced at
ers are three times more likely to the time they were killed, accordabuse their own wives. Sons of the ing to one study in Philadelphia
most violent families have a wife and Chicago. 29% of the women
beating rate that is 1000 times larger were attempting to end the relathan of sons of non-violent par- tionship when they were killed.47
ents.43 This finding is not only In one study of spousal homicide,
significant from the point of view over half of the male defendants
of a society that wants to protect its were separated from their victims.48
future members from violence. If
Also, let me stress that the effects
we look at the transition from child of witnessing violence on children
to abuser with greatest compassion,
Child Custody TG Journal
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mance, school phobia, and difficulties in concentration. . . . They are
constantly fighting with peers, rebelling against instruction and authority, and [are] unwilling to do
school work.37” 38

are more severe the longer the exposure continues.49 Pett50 found
that the most important predictor of
a child’s social adjustment in recovery from violence was the quality of the relationship with the custodial parent, a relationship severely
hampered by ongoing conflict.
Retaliation by Kidnapping
After “separation, batterers frequently abduct children as a way to
retaliate against their mothers. Each
year, more than 350,000 children
are kidnapped in this country, most
of them by fathers. More than half
of these abductions occur in the
context of domestic violence.51 The
impact of abduction by an abusive
parent can be severe. Studies52 have
shown that this event alone can result in a Post-traumatic stress disorder.”53
So you are going to take
away a father’s rights?
I want to pause and acknowledge
that I have just taken you through a
morass of horrible statistics surrounding the effects of wife beating on children. Having passed
through, scratched and shaken but
alive, it will seem incredible to you
that, by and large, courts in this
country have declared wife beating
to be unrelated to a man’s relationship to his child — no less than
declaring a man’s murder of the
children’s mother as irrelevant. In
my role as an advocate for children, I ask you, how can you give
custody of children to an abusive
man when you now know what effects that choice will have on those
children?
There are those who will have you
focus on this issue from the perspective contained in the phrase

“But that would be taking away a
man’s rights!” One could certainly
play the game from this perspective and insist that if a man has a
right to access and control his children, he loses it the minute he
abuses a woman. There is precedent. A man who commits any
other violent crime can lose his
“right” to vote and to run for public
office. This is a part our system of
deterrents to crime. Minnesota
showed the world that arresting
batterers decreases the recidivism
rate. Don’t you think that if fathers knew that they would automatically lose custody of their children if they brutalize their wife,
they would stop this abuse? If they
didn’t stop even though they knew
of this consequence, what does that
say about their concern for their
children and for their relationship
with their children?
But I don’t even want to begin from
a diversionary discussion of taking
rights from men. I want to begin
from the demonstrable fact that children exposed to woman abuse are
harmed by the experience. As
Michelle Etlin says, “When a child
comes into a hospital with gangrene,
we don’t ask about how amputating the leg will affect his father’s
right to play baseball with him. We
operate to save the child’s life.”54
Children of abusive men are at high
risk, are we going to cut the disease
from their life or are we going to
worry about the rights of the disease?
But don’t children need their
fathers?
But aren’t we also depriving children of their father if we deny them

custody and possibly visitation? In
answer, there can be no denying
that children of abusive men may
feel love for them and feel pain at
separation, but an amputation is expected to be a painful but necessary
act to avert foreseeable harm.

child might find that he or she is
happier without visitation.

I also want to acknowledge that it
is a political reality of today that
visitation between an abusive father and his children will not often
be severed, even when the child is
What are the long-term conse- unwilling to go. In particular, alquences? A study done in 1987 by though a judge would be in the right
Furstenberg, Morgan, and to establish a “no-visitation” policy
Allison,55 found that children who in an ex parte hearing for an order
had not seen their father in 5 years of protection for the abused mother,
did significantly better than those it is unlikely that a permanent “nowho had spent 1 through 13 days visitation” order based solely on
with their father in the previous the statistical likelihood of harm to
year. Another study by Zill56 found the child would survive appeal. It
that the well-being of children fol- follows that we must develop prolowing divorce is not related to fa- tocols for determining actual harm
to the children in question during
ther-child contact.
the time between the ex parte hearI must qualify this assertion by not- ing and the final custody decision.
ing that wherever the father rather In any case, if we are to order visithan a mother is the primary tation despite the realities of probcaregiver for the children, there able demonstrable harm to children,
would likely be severe conse- it is essential that we consciously
quences to terminating the relation- acknowledge that we are disregardship.49 As much as we might wish ing the rational conclusion that folit, such a role is seldom adopted by lows from the harm.]
men today.
Of course if the abuser ever really
changes his beliefs in male suBut what about visitation?
premacy and ends all psychologiYou will note that my remarks im- cal and physical abuse, it may be a
ply that demonstrable harm to chil- productive healing experience for a
dren has as its rational consequence child to hear his apology. It is connot just termination of custody, not ceivable that a positive relationship
just requiring supervised visitation, could follow from this. Unfortureally
but termination of visitation. I want nately, very few men ever 57
make
the
necessary
changes.
to acknowledge that this is really
what I mean to say.
Barring such a radical conversion,
[If a child wishes to visit with the even supervised visitation will harm
father, an affirmative attitude to- children. Lenore Walker summaward children’s rights would lead rizes the plight of children who witone to allow this contact, even
knowing the harm it may cause, ness wife battering eloquently:
and even knowing that further contact on the part of a male child
Children who live in a battering
might increase his indoctrination
relationship experience the most
into abusive behavior himself.
insidious form of child abuse.
However, knowing of abuser’s
Whether or not they are physiabilities to manipulate children’s
cally abused is less important
attitudes it would be prudent to enforce a cooling-off period of 6
than the psychological scars they
months or so, after which time the
bear from watching their fathers
Spring 1993
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beat their mothers. They learn
to become part of a dishonest
conspiracy of silence. They learn
to lie to prevent inappropriate
behavior, and they learn to suspend fulfillment of their needs
rather than risk another confrontation. They do extend a lot of
energy avoiding problems. They
live in a world of make-believe.58
Consider the supervised visit in light
of her remarks. Consider first the
14% of girls in abusive homes who
have been sexually abused by a family member.21 I would like to
quote from Michelle Etlin:59
What, then, can be expected
from supervised visitation with
a molester who does not admit
what he has done, and thus wants
his victim’s revelations to be disbelieved? First of all, supervised visitation sets up a paradigm for the child to follow. In
the past, contact between the
abuser and victim was unsupervised, and the abuser did something he made the child feel part
of. The primary thought in a
child’s mind when she is being
molested is — how should she
act? Then she must carefully
design how she should act every single minute after being
molested, because she never
feels normal and natural
again. Mark these words: nothing, nothing, ever feels normal
and natural again for a child who
has been molested. So, when a
supervised visit occurs, the supervisor is seen as a powerful,
authoritative figure defining —
not how the abuser should act
but how the child must act.
8
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This is the case because a child
is not accustomed to anyone defining adult behavior . . . —
she’s used to adults defining
children’s behavior. Therefore,
a visitation supervisor is perceived by a child as someone
who lets her know what interactions are acceptable and valid
— for her. Since the supervisor
does not discuss the parent’s
abusive actions with him and
the child, the child learns they
are not to be discussed. Since
the supervisor does not display
outrage and anger toward the
adult, the child learns they are
not acceptable. Since the supervisor covers over the reality
of this enforced access, and pretends things are normal, the
child’s reality is altered and her
need to “pretend normal” is insidiously reinforced. Since the
supervisor facilitates the availability of the child for the pleasant pastime of the adult, the
child’s belief in her own status
as a commodity — as a prostitute, really — is sealed.
***
Supervised visits with a molester
also set up a clear preference for
the pretend good visit interaction and the fake smile, something that causes rapid psychological deterioration in any child
who has already suffered child
sexual abuse. During visits, the
supervisor acts as if nothing had
happened wrong between father
and child, and as if the father
loves the child and the extra person is there to enforce a certain
kind of protocol upon, and to
bless, the interaction. The protocol is cool, dishonest, fraudu-

lent and deadly. The supervisor
invariably acts in a polite and
accommodating manner to the
father, setting an example for
the child as to what is socially
acceptable in the circumstances.
What this does to the child’s
fragile psyche is to remove permission from the child to be angry, withdrawn, afraid or honest about her feelings. She is
supposed to, and does, act as if
the offense had not occurred —
returning her to the condition
she suffered during the abuse.
At worst, every supervised visit
is an emotional replay of the
dissociative feelings of being
molested; at best, every supervised visit tells the child, very
clearly:
ACCOMMODATE THE
ABUSE! You are to pretend nothing happened because Daddy pretends nothing happened and even this
stranger who has authority
agrees that we all pretend
nothing happened. This is
the correct way for everyone
to behave.
Yes, supervised visitation, in its
own subtle psycho-tyrannical
manner, is more invalidating
to the child victim than any
other form of coercion.
Not all children we are considering
today have been sexually abused
by their father, but the principle of
accommodation of the father’s
abuse through the act of providing
a neutral supervisor carries over into
visits with any of the kids from
violent homes. At the very least,
supervised visitation should not be

automatically assumed.

onstrated that the psychological and
somatic effects of chronically witnessing abuse are very similar to
Conclusion
the effects of being physically
abused, a Post-traumatic stress disLet me sum up what I have shared order.
with you. I have criticized the “Best
interests of the child” criterion as We found that children who witbeing so vague that it requires us to ness wife beating have difficulty in
rely upon the opinions of adults as school and are much more prone to
to what “best interest” means. And juvenile delinquency and, ultithe norms behind these opinions mately, violent crime than children
are seldom acknowledged, and thus from non-abusive families. They
not refutable. I then showed that have poor relationships with peers
courts who apply this criterion have and siblings, learn to despise their
disregarded the severe effects of mother for her abuse, and learn to
domestic violence on children, even emulate their father in his expresto the extent of saying that killing a sions of aggression.
child’s mother is not a sufficiently
depraved act so as to deny a man We found that the longer the abuse
custody. If it is possible for a cus- witnessed, the more severe the retodial criterion to allow such twisted sultant disorder. Given that assaults
result to result from a jurists value on women actually increase after
system, that criterion itself is se- separation and divorce, we would
verely flawed.
expect that children have more trauWe then looked at the flaws inherent in presuming joint custody to
be in children’s best interests. I
then described the primary caretaker criterion and showed that for
violent families it will almost automatically remove a child from
harm’s way.
Finally I presented an alternative
criterion based on demonstrable and
foreseeable harm to children, and
applied it to cases of domestic violence. We found that some 70% of
men who batter will also abuse their
children, with 1/5 of these children
being subjected to sexual abuse. We
found that virtually all children witness or are aware of domestic abuse,
even those children who do not experience it themselves. It was dem-

mas associated with this phase. I
was able to find only one rational
conclusion from this cascade of phenomena; that a cessation of contact
with the abuser is the only way to
minimize demonstrable and foreseeable harm to these children.
When I look at the possibilities this
society has to offer the word today,
and the generations unborn, I mourn
the tragedy of generation upon generation of children who are brutalized themselves, or psychologically
scarred as they witness their mothers being brutalized by their fathers.
How can these children, who will
become adults, ever find the mental peace with which to create the
miracle of justice and prosperity
that is the eventual destiny of a
conscious and loving species, if they

are entangled in fears and anxieties
from childhood? How can we hope
to bring true civilization into our
lives when each day children are
taught aggression and brutality as
the means to power? How can we
face future generations of our kind
and say that we knew about the
abuse and did nothing to help? Join
with me; take your place at the front
of our march toward freedom; let it
never be said that our generation
was too afraid of male violence to
stand up for the lives and hearts of
children.
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